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1 Introduction 

1.1 Executive Summary 

The purpose of this report is to provide an update to the key stakeholders of the T&N UK Asbestos 
Trust and T&N EL Trust (“the Trusts”). The T&N UK Asbestos Trust consists of a number of funds.  
The primary funds are the T&N Fund and the Chester Street Fund. Under the Terms of the Trust 
deed, these funds must remain separate and cannot be co-mingled. 

This report is the fourth annual report issued by the Trustee. 

This report includes detail in relation to operational, financial and legal matters which have been of 
relevance to the Trusts throughout the period. This report should be read in conjunction with the 
Trustee’s previous reports. 

The main highlights of the report are as follows: 

i During the year the Trusts received 422 claims (including 115 “Cape” claims) and paid out in 
respect of 405 claims. Payments to Trust claimants totalled £5.97 million. 

ii In December 2010 the government passed the requisite legislation to exempt the Trusts from 
Income, Capital and Inheritance tax. This exemption is of great significance to Trust claimants 
and is one of the main reasons for the substantial increase in dividend rates. 

iii At the start of the year the Trustee concluded it was appropriate to increase the dividend rates 
paid by the Trusts. The previous and current dividend rates are as follows:- 

We continue to emphasise the sensitivity of dividend rates to the incidence of product liability 
claims (“PL claims”). During the past year the amount paid out in respect of PL claims was in line 
with our actuarial forecasts and accordingly we have not amended the dividend levels. We closely 
monitor the incidence of this type of claim on an ongoing basis. This is discussed more fully in 
section 2.7. 

1.2 The Trustee 

The Trustee is ‘The T&N Asbestos Trustee Company Limited’ being a limited company, number 
05548874, registered in England and Wales. 

The directors of the Trustee are James Gleave, Anne O’Keefe and Christopher Melton QC.   
James Gleave and Anne O’Keefe are Chartered Accountants at Zolfo Cooper LLP.   
Christopher Melton QC is a barrister at Byrom Street Chambers. 

1.3 Core Objective 

The Core Objective of the Trusts is broadly to allow Trust claimants to receive a payment (or 
payments) from the appropriate fund or funds which: 

p/£ Previous Current 

Fund Initial Additional Total Initial Additional Total 

T&N 17 3 20 27 5 32 

EL Trust 61 15 76 100 0 100 

Chester Street 21 3 24 30 5 35 
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 Reflects the value of their underlying claim; 

 Is fair and proportionate, having regard to the interests of other Trust claimants with similar 
Trust claims claiming out of the same fund or funds; 

 Is calculated and paid in an efficient and cost effective manner, following an efficient and cost 
effective assessment of the Trust claim. 

2 T&N fund/EL fund claims 

This section relates to claims against the above two funds and excludes Chester Street claims, 
which are shown in section 5. 

2.1 Claims Analysis 

The claims submitted to the Trusts in the first four years of operation can be summarised below: 

During the year the Trust received 115 “Cape Type” claims and paid 97 of them.  

2.2 Payments to Trust Claimants 

During the year a total of £5.21 million was paid out in respect of claims against the Trusts.   
The total during the first four years is £23.5 million and can be summarised as follows: 

Status As at 11 October 2009 As at 11 October 2010 

Paid 708 963 

Awaiting further information from Trust 
claimant 

85 60 

Pending issue of Admission Notice 9 24 

Subject to Expert review process 2 3 

“Cape” Claims 1 - 

Withdrawn 46 55 

Rejected 122 141 

Total 973 1246 

£m 
At 11 October 

2009 Paid during year 
At 11 October 

2010 % of total 

Payments to Trust 
claimants 

16.81 4.62 21.43 91.20 

Trust claimants’ legal fees 1.25 0.49 1.74 7.40 

Trust claimants’ medical 
costs 

0.20 0.10 0.30 1.30 

Other 0.03 - 0.03 0.10 

Total 18.29 5.21 23.50 100.00 
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2.3 Disease Analysis 

The claims paid by the Funds during the first four years of operations can be analysed between 
diseases as follows: 

2.4 Claims Subject to Expert Review Process 

In the last year, four claims have been referred to the Expert. A summary of the reasons for referral 
and the results of the Expert’s review are as follows: 

In total, during the first four years of the Trusts, 18 claims have been referred to the Expert. 

2.5 Rejected Claims 

Nineteen claims have been rejected during the year, making a total of 141 claims over the first four 
years of operation. All rejected claims are reviewed and discussed in detail at a meeting of the 
Trustee. A detailed explanation of the reason for rejection is provided to the Trust claimant at the 
time of rejection.  

The main reasons for rejection are shown below: 

Disease % total claims  

Mesothelioma 39 

Lung cancer 11 

Asbestosis 39 

Pleural thickening 11 

Total 100 

Reason for referral No of claims Expert outcome 

Quantum 1 Increased award by more than 20% 

Rejected by Trustee 3 One claim Expert upheld Trustee’s decision. The remaining 
two claims have not yet been determined 

Reason for rejection 
As at 11 

October 2009 Activity  
As at 11 October 

2010 

Failure to satisfy medical criteria 38 10 48 

No response to requests for further information 24 2 26 

Failure to satisfy exposure criteria 22 1 23 

Trust claimant had already been compensated in full 15 1 16 
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2.6 “Cape” Claims 

“Cape” claims are defined within the Trust Distribution Procedures (TDP) and are essentially those 
overseas claims originating from Swaziland, Zimbabwe, Botswana, South Africa and India. 

During the year we received no further claims from South Africa. However, as anticipated in our last 
report, we are now receiving a steady stream of claims from India, primarily relating to the 
operation of Hindustan Ferodo, a brake pad manufacturer which at one time was a subsidiary of 
T&N Limited. All of these Trust claimants have opted for an expedited review of their claim and in 
accordance with the legal advice received by the Trustee have been subject to a discount of 50% to 
reflect the significant litigation risks associated with claims of this nature. 

A total of 115 “Cape” claims have been received originating from India. All claims have been 
accepted. Of the claims submitted, payment has been made in 97 cases. Payments to these Trust 
claimants total £440,000. Medical and legal fees totalled £159,650. The remaining 18 claims were 
paid after the end of the financial year at a total cost of £71,000 plus medical and legal fees.  
The Trustee is reviewing the level of cost and expenses to ensure they are proportionate to claims 
paid. 

The overall amount paid out in respect of “Cape” claims remains within the parameters of the 
Trustee’s latest actuarial review and accordingly there is currently no requirement to amend the 
Trust’s dividend rates. 

2.7 Product Liability Claims 

The number of PL claims paid during the past four years can be summarised as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The increasing trend in PL claims is evident. In the early months of the 2011/12 financial year this 
trend has continued and we anticipate that we will pay approximately 20 to 25 PL claims this year. 

Reason for rejection 
As at 11 

October 2009 Activity 
As at 11 October 

2010 

Exposure to asbestos prior to 1965 and did not fall 
within the Margereson/Hancock judgment 

9 2 11 

Limitation grounds 6 3 9 

Lung cancer not meeting Helsinki criteria 5 - 5 

Other 3 - 3 

Total 122 19 141 

2007 - 

2008 4 

2009 7 

2010 13 

Total 24 
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The Trust paid out £300,000 in respect of PL claims in the year to 11 October 2010. 

To date the amount paid out in respect of PL claims is in accordance with our actuarial model and 
we have not therefore needed to amend dividend rates. 

The incidence of PL claims remains of significant concern, particularly as the Trusts appear to be 
the only major defendant that is paying PL claims. We understand that few if any other defendants 
are pursued because of the significant litigation risk, and therefore cost exposure, associated with 
these types of case. Currently PL claims that are pursued under the expedited review process are 
subject to a deduction of 33% to reflect litigation risk. In view of litigation risk mentioned above we 
have considered whether the 33% deduction adequately reflects the current legal environment. 
Both our own and our legal advisor’s view is that the deduction does not fully reflect the risks 
associated with this type of claim. Based on discussions with our legal advisors we have recently 
taken the decision to increase the discount to 50%. The increased discount will apply to both 
Expedited and Individual Review claims. The increased discount level has taken effect from 17 
March 2011. We intend discussing the reasons for the increase in discount with the Trust Advisory 
Committee at our next meeting. 

3. Dividend Policy 

The table below shows the dividend levels currently being paid to Trust claimants from the T&N UK 
Asbestos Trust and T&N EL Trust: 

The Trustee now believes it is most unlikely that any funds will be received in respect of the 
Hercules Policy in the foreseeable future. Further details are in section 6. 

The next review of dividend levels is not scheduled until 2016. However, the Trustee will monitor 
the levels of claims and other factors such as the return on investment. In the event that these vary 
significantly from the assumptions used in the actuarial models, the Trustee has the power to 
amend the dividend levels at any time during the period to 2016. 

4. Trust fund investments 

4.1 Investment Strategy 

The Trustee remains of the view that it should adopt a prudent investment policy whilst remaining 
conscious of the long term nature of the Trust Funds. In practical terms, this equates to the Trustee 
adopting an investment approach similar to pension fund trustees.  

p/£ Dividends 

Fund Initial Additional Total 

EL Fund 100 - 100 

T&N Fund 27 5 32 

Chester Street Fund 30 5 35 

TBA Industrial Products 40 5 45 

Federal-Mogul Friction 
Products 

100 - 100 

Hercules Fund - - - 
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 This fund does not have a targeted rate of return but rather concentrates on an investment profile 

with moderate levels of risk. 

4.2 Funds Held at Year End 
 
 At the year end the Trustee held the following investments shown below: 

4.3 Investment Performance 

The performance of the Trusts’ investments in the Blackrock Cautious Portfolio Fund can be 
summarised as follows: 

The T&N Fund includes amounts relating to FM Friction Products (£2.1 million) and TBA Industrial 
Products (£2.4 million). 

During the year the return on the Trusts’ Investments was approximately 8.5%. The past year has 
seen significant volatility in all asset classes. The Trustee has been impressed with the manner in 
which their Investment Managers have handled this level of volatility. They have obtained a 
reasonable level of return without suffering excessive fluctuations in the value of investments.   
Our view is that their results reflect a sensible balance between maximising returns and an 
appropriate level of risk. 

5. Chester Street Fund 

The Chester Street Fund is part of the T&N UK Asbestos Trust but must be kept separate from the 
other Funds. The purpose of this Fund is to provide compensation to Chester Street (an insolvent 
insurer) and related parties. This Fund provides a contribution towards claims made against T&N 
and Federal-Mogul companies, as a joint tortfeasor, by Chester Street.  

 

 

Investment (£m) Amount % of total 

Blackrock Cautious Portfolio Fund 102.54  99 

Bank deposit accounts  2.60 1 

Total 105.14 100 

£m 
Valuation 
11/10/09 Withdrawals 

Investment 
Returns 

Valuation 
11/10/10 

T&N Fund 51.94 (3.85) 4.30 52.39 

Chester Street Fund 22.48 (1.75) 1.88 22.61 

EL Fund 29.27 (4.10) 2.37 27.54 

Total 103.69 (9.70) 8.55 102.54 
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The claims submitted to the Chester Street Fund during the four years of the Trust’s operation can 
be summarised as follows: 

During the year a total of £1.35 million has been paid out in respect of compensation payments. 

The main reason for rejecting claims has been a failure to satisfy the exposure criteria.  

During the year the Trustee negotiated with British Shipbuilders a lump sum settlement of all claims 
relating to the period from the date of administration (1 October 2001) to 31 July 2010.   
British Shipbuilders represent a significant proportion of Chester Street claims. All claims relating to 
any prior period had been settled in a previous lump sum settlement. 

The Trustee fully reviewed a representative sample of claims from this period and formulated its 
views as to an acceptable settlement. Subsequent to the year end these negotiations continued  
and on 6 April 2011 an agreement was concluded. The Trustee has agreed to make a payment of  
£2 million in respect of all British Shipbuilders claims up to 31 July 2010. In addition British 
Shipbuilders have agreed to forego all rights to any additional dividend entitlement. The agreement 
encompasses in excess of 2000 claims. The £2 million payment will be reflected in the accounts for 
next year. 

6. Hercules  

The T&N Asbestos Trust is entitled to 11.9% of any recovery under the Hercules Reinsurance Policy 
with the US Asbestos Trust entitled to the remainder. The Policy has a face value of £500 million. 

Under the terms of the Trust Deed, the US Asbestos Trust has the primary responsibility for pursuing 
recoveries under the Policy. We maintain regular contact with US Asbestos Trustees but 
unfortunately, during the past year, progress has been minimal. 

7. Tax Status 

In our last report we indicated the steps the Trustee had taken to endeavour to secure a tax exempt 
status for the Trust Funds. These efforts culminated in a commitment from the Chancellor of 
Exchequer, contained in the June 2010 Emergency Budget, to exempt the Trusts from all the 
taxation. In December 2010 this commitment was enacted in law with the passing of the Finance 
Act 2010. A copy of the relevant Schedule to the Act is attached at Appendix C. 

The one remaining outstanding taxation issue had been the question raised by Her Majesty’s 
Revenue and Customs (HMRC) over the tax status of payments received by Trust claimants from the 
Trusts. HMRC had raised the possibility that these might be taxable in the Trust claimant’s hands. 

We strongly disagreed with the stance taken by HMRC, but in view of the uncertainty this might 
create in the minds of Trust claimants we believed it was necessary to have this matter formally 

Investment As at 11 October 2009 As at 11 October 2010 

Paid/established 95 245 

Awaiting further information 73 42 

Rejected 44 74 

Total 212 361 
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resolved.  After a period of discussion with HMRC we submitted a formal application to have the 
issue determined under the HMRC Code of Practice procedures. 

They replied to the Trustee on 14 September 2010, formally confirming that after further 
consideration, they now agreed with the Trustee’s views. In other words the receipt of payments by 
Trust claimants from the Trusts does not constitute taxable income in any form. 

8. TDP Changes 

No changes were made to the TDP during the last year. 

9. Professional Costs 

During the year the legal and other professional fees paid by the Trusts can be analysed as follows: 

Trustee and claims administration fees in respect of the T&N Fund are borne by a dedicated fund 
that has been set aside for this specific purpose. The fees drawn from this fund do not impact on 
the level of dividend paid to Trust claimants. Payment from this dedicated fund can be drawn at the 
Trustee’s discretion without further approval. 

Trustee and claims administration fees in respect of the Chester Street Fund and EL Trust are drawn 
from the relevant Fund and approval is required from the appropriate Trust Advisory Committee.  
The fees incurred in the year to October 2010 are as follows: 

All these fees are paid to Zolfo Cooper LLP. 

 

 

£000 T&N Chester St EL 

Legal fees 506 8 129 

Actuarial fees 38 25 42 

Software 45 29 48 

Tax and other 53 39 52 

Total 642 101 271 

£000 

Chester Street Fund 281 

T&N EL Trust 316 
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10.  Trust Funds Accounts 

Attached at Appendices A and B are copies of the Trust accounts for the period from 12 October 
2009 to 2011 October 2010. 

11. Contact Details 

The Trustee has recently completed an update of the Trusts’ website and the address is shown 
below in addition to our other contact details: 

The T&N Asbestos Trustee Company Limited 
Suite 11b 
Manchester International Office Centre 
Styal Road 
Manchester  
M22 5WB 

Telephone:  0161 838 4559 

Fax:   0161 493 9488 

Website:  www.tandnasbestostrust.org 

Email:   acrichton@zolfocooper.eu 

Should you wish to discuss any aspect of this report or obtain further copies, please do not hesitate 
to contact us. 
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The T&N EL Trust Accounts for the period from  
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